Antigen-antibody complexes in the serum of patients with juvenile chronic arthritis
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SUMMARY IgG-containing antigen-antibody complexes were detected in the sera of all of 7 patients with the systemic form of juvenile chronic arthritis, usually at high levels. Only 9 of 25 patients with the polyarticular form had such complexes, usually at low levels. Three patients had low levels of serum IgA which were probably drug induced; the one patient with low C2 and the 3 with low yeast opsonisation were probably not more than to be expected in a random population.

The aetiology and pathogenesis of juvenile chronic arthritis (JCA) remains unknown, but it has a number of features in common with chronic antigen-antibody complex disease—especially the joint, eye, and skin manifestations. Deposition of immunoglobulin and complement in the joints (Munthe and Natvig, 1972) is consistent with this, but we know of only one report of tests for presumed antigen-antibody complexes (aac) in the blood of patients with JCA (Rossen et al., 1977) and they were confined to those with the systemic form of the disease. We therefore report our results of IgG containing aac in patients with systemic and polyarticular JCA.

It has been suggested that persistent circulation of aac results from defects of the clearance functions—antibody, complement, and phagocytes (Soothill and Steward, 1971), and immunodeficiency, especially of IgA, is associated with a range of immunopathological diseases (Amman and Hong, 1971; Soothill, 1976). IgA deficiency is found in a significant minority of JCA patients, apparently as a primary defect (Cassidy et al., 1977; Barkley et al., 1978). Low levels of the second component of complement (C2), interpreted as indicating homozygosity for the deficiency, have also been reported in association with JCA (Glass et al., 1976). Other complement components are usually normal although some variation occurs during active disease (Bianco et al., 1971). A common defect, apparently of the alternative pathway of complement, detected by defective opsonisation for yeast phagocytosis, is associated with a similar range of diseases as is IgA deficiency (Miller et al., 1968; Soothill and Harvey, 1976, 1977). We have therefore measured, in addition to circulating aac, total haemolytic complement, C2, C3, and C4, IgA, IgG, and IgM, and the opsonisation of yeast for phagocytosis by normal polymorphonuclear leucocytes, in the JCA patients.

Materials

42 patients suffering from JCA (for diagnostic and classification criteria see Ansell and Wood, 1976), age range 6 to 15 years, were studied. 30 had polyarticular disease-23 seronegative and 7 seropositive; 7 had acute systemic disease (they were younger than the rest—age range 4 to 11 years), and 5 had amyloidosis complicating seronegative systemic disease. All were established patients receiving various forms of treatment. Sera from 19 children (age range 2 to 13 years) in hospital for non-immunological disease (largely cold surgery) were also studied.

Methods

Antigen-antibody complexes were measured by the method of Levinsky and Soothill (1977). EDTA was added to serum separated within 3 hours of blood collection, and the released Clq was removed by reaction with insolubilised IgG. The serum was then added to a low affinity rabbit IgM antihuman IgG reagent, and the residual capacity of the latter to
Agglutinate IgG coated latex, was measured by counting unagglutinated particles on a Coulter counter. Total complement was measured using an autoanalyzer haemolytic method (modified from Nydeger et al., 1972). It was also adapted for measuring C2, using mixtures of a C2-deficient serum (ED), and the test sample. Results were expressed as % of standard. IgG, IgA, IgM, and C3 were measured by a modification of the radial diffusion method of Fahey and McKelvey (1965). Yeast opsonisation was measured by the method of Soothill and Harvey (1976). Results were expressed as opsonisation index (yeasts per polymorph).

Results

The Figure shows the levels of aac in the sera of patients and controls. The maximum inhibition of agglutination by the latter was 20%, which is consistent with the published upper limit of normal (Levinsky and Soothill, 1977). 10 of the 23 patients with seronegative polyarticular disease had raised levels; in only 3 was the value greater than 30%. All 7 patients with systemic disease had raised levels of aac which were considerably higher than those with polyarticular disease. None of the patients with seropositive disease or amyloidosis had raised levels.

Immunoglobulin and complement were measured in 30 patients with polyarticular disease, positive or negative for rheumatoid factor. IgG, IgM, C3, and haemolytic complement values were either normal or high compared with the age-related normal ranges used in the department. This is consistent with previous reports in JCA. IgA was low in 3 patients, all of whom were receiving drugs which could have explained it, and yeast opsonisation was low (<2·5 Y/P) in 3 (2·30, 2·10, and 1·60); all these 6 had polyarticular seronegative disease.

Discussion

The high levels of IgG-containing aac in the serum of patients with the systemic form of JCA is consistent with the previous report (Rossen et al., 1977), and with the hypothesis that they may play a part in the pathogenesis of this disease. In contrast, fewer than half of the patients with the seronegative polyarticular form of JCA had raised levels of aac and they had relatively low levels. This casts doubt on their pathogenetic role for this disease but, as the patients were studied at different stages of the disease, and on different treatments, these data do not refute that hypothesis. Antiglobulin antibodies (rheumatoid factor, and others) are low affinity antibodies to human IgG. Since these will agglutinate latex particles, they could produce false-negative results in our test and this could explain the apparent normal levels of aac in the children with positive rheumatoid factor JCA, but the decomplementing step, which entails removal of Clq with an insolubilised IgG immunoabsorbate, would also remove rheumatoid factor, and so would lessen this effect. It is also possible, though, that this step might remove rheumatoid factor containing complexes. The negative finding in JCA with amyloidosis is an interesting new observation. Our data suggest that if the aac detected by this technique play a part in the pathogenesis of this disease, it is largely in the systemic manifestations.

Relatively low levels of serum IgA were detected in only 3 patients, and each had received drugs, such as penicillamine, which may have caused secondary IgA deficiency, so none of these patients is certainly among the minority of JCA with primary IgA deficiency (Cassidy et al., 1973, 1977; Barkley et al., 1978). The defect of yeast opsonisation is associated with a number of diseases which are also associated with IgA deficiency, so we measured it in these patients. The frequency (10%) of values below our diagnostic threshold (2·5) is not significantly greater than that of a healthy population (5%—Soothill and Harvey, 1976). Only one had a level of C2 which suggested heterozygosity for C2 deficiency; this is consistent with the reported incidence of such levels in the population and lower than in a previous report in JCA (Glass et al., 1976). Our findings do not suggest that these deficiencies contribute importantly to the aetiology of JCA in our patients.
and we could not investigate the relationship of the
different possible immunodeficiencies to the aac
findings. We can only assume that our patients are
different from those studied by Glass et al. (1976),
and the role of other immunodeficiencies requires
further study.
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